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What is WeSolv?
WeSolv is a startup that focuses on bringing the most
qualified candidates to prospective hiring companies by
designing and utilizing case challenges to accurately
assess the candidates’ skill sets. Their new approach to
hiring MBA candidates disrupts the hiring process for
companies who want the students who best fit their job
offerings.  
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Three Step Process
The business project was broken up into three steps.
There was first the preparation stage to go over all the
company's previous materials, research on various topics
on the MBA job market, and finally a deliverable
communicated as a spreadsheet model of MBA jobs by
skills.    
RESULTS
Research & Spreadsheet
Information was collected onto a document about  the
industries, functions, and skills most common for MBAs,
the companies that hire the most MBAs, important MBA
skills, and specific MBA jobs. A spreadsheet was also
made from a variety of job listings of skills needed in
MBA jobs from the companies that hire the most MBAs.
REFLECTION
Skills Gained
 I learned to complete tasks and conduct research
efficiently, and how to manage my time correctly in order
to maximize results. In addition, I learned how to work in
an office environment, where I was able to work
independently on a project that gave direct benefit to my
company. 
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